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The ubiquitous nature of the Internet is enabling a new generation of - pUcations to
support collaborative work among geographically distant users. Security in such an
environment is of utmost importance to safeguard the pri vacy of the communication
and to ensure the integrity of the applications. 'Secure group communications' (SGC)
refers to a scenario in which a group of participants can receive and send messages to
group members, in a way that outsiders are unable to glean any information even when
they are able to intercept the messages. SGC is becoming extremely important for
researchers and practitioners because many applications that require SGC are now
widely used, such as teleconferencing, tele-medicine, real-time information services,
distributed interactive simulations, collaborative work, grid computing, and the
deployment of VPN (Virtual Private Networks). Even though considerable research
accomplishments have been achieved in SGC, few books exist on this very important
topic. The purpose of this book is to provide a comprehensive survey of principles and
state-of-the-art techniques for secure group communications over data net works. The
book is targeted towards practitioners, researchers and students in the fields of
networking, security, and software applications development. The book consists of 7
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chapters, which are listed and described as follows.
This book addresses the increasing demand to guarantee privacy, integrity, and
availability of resources in networks and distributed systems. It first reviews security
issues and challenges in content distribution networks, describes key agreement
protocols based on the Diffie-Hellman key exchange and key management protocols for
complex distributed systems like the Internet, and discusses securing design patterns
for distributed systems. The next section focuses on security in mobile computing and
wireless networks. After a section on grid computing security, the book presents an
overview of security solutions for pervasive healthcare systems and surveys wireless
sensor network security.
Over the past few years, many fundamental changes have occurred in data
communications and networking that will shape the future for decades to come.
Updated with the latest advances in the field, Jerry FitzGerald and Alan Dennis' 10th
Edition of Business Data Communications and Networking continues to provide the
fundamental concepts and cutting-edge coverage applications that students need to
succeed in this fast-moving field. Authors FitzGerald and Dennis have developed a
foundation and balanced presentation from which new technologies and applications
can be easily understood, evaluated, and compared.
The Handbook of Information Security is a definitive 3-volume handbook that offers
coverage of both established and cutting-edge theories and developments on
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information and computer security. The text contains 180 articles from over 200 leading
experts, providing the benchmark resource for information security, network security,
information privacy, and information warfare.
Explore Modern Communications and Understand Principles of Operations, Appropriate
Technologies, and Elements of Design of Communication Systems Modern society
requires a different set of communication systems than has any previous generation. To
maintain and improve the contemporary communication systems that meet everchanging requirements, engineers need to know how to recognize and solve cardinal
problems. In Essentials of Modern Communications, readers will learn how modern
communication has expanded and will discover where it is likely to go in the future. By
discussing the fundamental principles, methods, and techniques used in various
communication systems, this book helps engineers assess, troubleshoot, and fix
problems that are likely to occur. In this reference, readers will learn about topics like:
How communication systems respond in time and frequency domains Principles of
analog and digital modulations Application of spectral analysis to modern
communication systems based on the Fourier series and Fourier transform Specific
examples and problems, with discussions around their optimal solutions, limitations,
and applications Approaches to solving the concrete engineering problems of modern
communications based on critical, logical, creative, and out-of-box thinking For readers
looking for a resource on the fundamentals of modern communications and the possible
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issues they face, Essentials of Modern Communications is instrumental in educating on
real-life problems that engineering students and professionals are likely to encounter.
The LNCS series reports state-of-the-art results in computer science research,
development, and education, at a high level and in both printed and electronic form.
Enjoying tight cooperation with the R&D community, with numerous individuals, as well
as with prestigious organizations and societies, LNCS has grown into the most
comprehensive computer science research forum available. The scope of LNCS,
including its subseries LNAI and LNBI, spans the whole range of computer science and
information technology including interdisciplinary topics in a variety of application fields.
In parallel to the printed book, each new volume is published electronically in LNCS
Online.
Big data has presented a number of opportunities across industries. With these
opportunities come a number of challenges associated with handling, analyzing, and
storing large data sets. One solution to this challenge is cloud computing, which
supports a massive storage and computation facility in order to accommodate big data
processing. Managing and Processing Big Data in Cloud Computing explores the
challenges of supporting big data processing and cloud-based platforms as a proposed
solution. Emphasizing a number of crucial topics such as data analytics, wireless
networks, mobile clouds, and machine learning, this publication meets the research
needs of data analysts, IT professionals, researchers, graduate students, and
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educators in the areas of data science, computer programming, and IT development.
Buku Komunikasi Data berisi tentang penjelasan komunikasi data pada jaringan
komputer secara implementasi atau praktik langsung. Buku ini menyajikan ulasan yang
mudah di pahami dan diimplementasikan. Buku ini sangat cocok untuk mahasiswa
yang sedang belajar komunikasi data dan jaringan komputer dan juga sangat cocok
untuk karyawan maupun administrator jaringan pada perusahaan ataupun kantor yang
sedang membangun server. Sysadmin sangat membutuhkan praktik nyata dari buku
ini. Komunikasi Data ini diterbitkan oleh Penerbit Deepublish dan tersedia juga dalam
versi cetak.
Computing Handbook, Third Edition: Computer Science and Software Engineering
mirrors the modern taxonomy of computer science and software engineering as
described by the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) and the IEEE Computer
Society (IEEE-CS). Written by established leading experts and influential young
researchers, the first volume of this popular handbook examines the elements involved
in designing and implementing software, new areas in which computers are being used,
and ways to solve computing problems. The book also explores our current
understanding of software engineering and its effect on the practice of software
development and the education of software professionals. Like the second volume, this
first volume describes what occurs in research laboratories, educational institutions,
and public and private organizations to advance the effective development and use of
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computers and computing in today’s world. Research-level survey articles provide
deep insights into the computing discipline, enabling readers to understand the
principles and practices that drive computing education, research, and development in
the twenty-first century.
??????????????????????,?????????????????,???????????????
The distributed computing infrastructure known as ‘the Grid’ has undoubtedly been
one of the most successful science-oriented large- scale IT projects of the past 20
years. It is now a fully operational international entity, encompassing several hundred
computing sites on all continents and giving access to hundreds of thousands of CPU
(central processing unit) cores and hundreds of petabytes of storage, all connected by
robust national and international scientific networks. It has evolved to become the main
computational platform many scientific communities. This book presents lectures from
the Enrico Fermi International School of Physics summer school Grid and Cloud
computing: Concepts and Practical Applications, held in Varenna, Italy, in July 2014.
The school aimed to cover the conceptual and practical aspects of both the Grid and
Cloud computing. The proceedings included here are divided into eight chapters, with
chapters 1, 2, 3 and 8 covering general applications of Grid and Cloud computing in
various scientific fields, while chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 discuss specific technical areas of
Grid and Cloud structures. The book will be of interest to all those whose work involves
the use of the Grid or Cloud computing.
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This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 16th
International Conference on Financial Cryptography and Data Security (FC 2012), held
in Kralendijk, Bonaire, February 27–March 1, 2012. The 29 revised full papers
presented were carefully selected and reviewed from 88 submissions. The papers
cover all aspects of securing transactions and systems, including information assurance
in the context of finance and commerce.
????ARM???????MIPS???????????????????????,??????????????.?????????????????
??????????????,??????????????,???ARM????????????????.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the Second International Conference on Big
Data Computing and Communications, BigCom 2016, held in Shenyang, China, in July
2016. The 39 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected
from 90 submissions. BigCom is an international symposium dedicated to addressing
the challenges emerging from big data related computing and networking. The
conference is targeted to attract researchers and practitioners who are interested in Big
Data analytics, management, security and privacy, communication and high
performance computing in its broadest sense.
??????????????
???12?.??????,??????????,?????????,?????????,??????????,?????,??????,IP???.
Sustaining a competitive edge in today’s business world requires innovative
approaches to product, service, and management systems design and performance.
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Advances in computing technologies have presented managers with additional
challenges as well as further opportunities to enhance their business models. Advances
in Data Communications and Networking for Digital Business Transformation is a
critical scholarly resource that examines transformative technologies from the
perspective of data communication and networking and research challenges faced by
the industry and research and development laboratories. Featuring coverage on a
broad range of topics such as routing protocols, network visualization, and corporate
social responsibility, this book is geared towards executives, managers, academicians,
researchers, and students.
This resource provides a comprehensive survey of current and emerging intelligent
telecommunications networks, including underlying software, implementation,
deployment, and standards. Readers are given an overview of new technologies and
standards that allow operators and service providers to create and deploy value-added
services in a changing world increasingly dominated by packet switched networks using
the internet protocol (IP). The main goal of this book is to inform telecommunications
engineers, ICT managers, and students about building applications and services over
communications networks and managing them.
"This book addresses key issues for businesses utilizing data communications and the
increasing importance of networking technologies in business; it covers a series of
technical advances in the field while highlighting their respective contributions to
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business or organizational goals, and centers on the issues of network-based
applications, mobility, wireless networks and network security"--Provided by publisher.
The internet of things (IoT) has emerged to address the need for connectivity and
seamless integration with other devices as well as big data platforms for analytics.
However, there are challenges that IoT-based applications face including design and
implementation issues; connectivity problems; data gathering, storing, and analyzing in
cloud-based environments; and IoT security and privacy issues. Emerging Trends in
IoT and Integration with Data Science, Cloud Computing, and Big Data Analytics is a
critical reference source that provides theoretical frameworks and research findings on
IoT and big data integration. Highlighting topics that include wearable sensors, machine
learning, machine intelligence, and mobile computing, this book serves professionals
who want to improve their understanding of the strategic role of trust at different levels
of the information and knowledge society. It is therefore of most value to data scientists,
computer scientists, data analysts, IT specialists, academicians, professionals,
researchers, and students working in the field of information and knowledge
management in various disciplines that include but are not limited to information and
communication sciences, administrative sciences and management, education,
sociology, computer science, etc. Moreover, the book provides insights and supports
executives concerned with the management of expertise, knowledge, information, and
organizational development in different types of work communities and environments.
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Data and Computer CommunicationsSimon & Schuster Books For Young Readers

??????
The Architecture of Computer Hardware, Systems Software and Networking is
designed help students majoring in information technology (IT) and information
systems (IS) understand the structure and operation of computers and computerbased devices. Requiring only basic computer skills, this accessible textbook
introduces the basic principles of system architecture and explores current
technological practices and trends using clear, easy-to-understand language.
Throughout the text, numerous relatable examples, subject-specific illustrations,
and in-depth case studies reinforce key learning points and show students how
important concepts are applied in the real world. This fully-updated sixth edition
features a wealth of new and revised content that reflects today’s technological
landscape. Organized into five parts, the book first explains the role of the
computer in information systems and provides an overview of its components.
Subsequent sections discuss the representation of data in the computer,
hardware architecture and operational concepts, the basics of computer
networking, system software and operating systems, and various interconnected
systems and components. Students are introduced to the material using ideas
already familiar to them, allowing them to gradually build upon what they have
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learned without being overwhelmed and develop a deeper knowledge of
computer architecture.
This textbook introduces the “Fundamentals of Multimedia”, addressing real
issues commonly faced in the workplace. The essential concepts are explained in
a practical way to enable students to apply their existing skills to address
problems in multimedia. Fully revised and updated, this new edition now includes
coverage of such topics as 3D TV, social networks, high-efficiency video
compression and conferencing, wireless and mobile networks, and their
attendant technologies. Features: presents an overview of the key concepts in
multimedia, including color science; reviews lossless and lossy compression
methods for image, video and audio data; examines the demands placed by
multimedia communications on wired and wireless networks; discusses the
impact of social media and cloud computing on information sharing and on
multimedia content search and retrieval; includes study exercises at the end of
each chapter; provides supplementary resources for both students and
instructors at an associated website.
This book presents the design of delay-efficient packet schedulers for
heterogeneous M2M uplink traffic classified into several classes, based on
packet delay requirements, payload size, arrival process, etc. Specifically, the
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authors use tools from queuing theory to determine the delay-optimal scheduling
policy. The proposed packet schedulers are designed for a generic M2M
architecture and thus equally applicable to any M2M application. Additionally, due
to their low implementation complexity and excellent delay-performance, they
authors show how they are also well-suited for practical M2M systems. The book
pertains primarily to real-time process scheduler experts in industry/academia
and graduate students whose research deals with designing Quality-of-Serviceaware packet schedulers for M2M packet schedulers over existing and future
cellular infrastructure. Presents queuing theoretic analysis and optimization
techniques used to design proposed packet scheduling strategies; Provides utility
functions to precisely model diverse delay requirements, which lends itself to
formulation of utility-maximization problems for determining the delay- or utilityoptimal packet scheduler; Includes detail on low implementation complexity of the
proposed scheduler by using iterative and distributed optimization techniques.
"This multiple-volume publication advances the emergent field of mobile
computing offering research on approaches, observations and models pertaining
to mobile devices and wireless communications from over 400 leading
researchers"--Provided by publisher.
Fully revised and updated, the fourth edition includes new chapters on
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broadband multi-service networks, a revamped chapter with extended and
updated coverage of FDDI, and a new section on Fast Ethernet, covering
100BaseT, 100Base X, wireless LANs, and several additional candidate
technologies.
This volume, LNCS 3961, contains the papers selected from those presented at
the International Conference on Information Networking 2006 (ICOIN 2006), held
in Sendai, Japan. ICOIN 2006 constituted the 20th Anniversary of ICOIN. This
year's conference program mainly focused on the field of ubiquitous and overlay
networks, and on technology for ad hoc and sensor networks, mobile networks,
transport networks, QoS and resource management, network security, peer-topeer and overlay networks, resource management, and their applications. In
response to the call for papers, 468 papers were submitted by authors from 23
different countries from Europe, the Middle East, and the Americas. Each paper
was evaluated by two or three internationally known experts to assure the
excellence of the papers presented at ICOIN 2006. To keep within the
conference topics, some excellent papers had to be rejected to our regret. After
extensive reviews, 141 papers were chosen for presentation in 25 technical
sessions. Furthermore, another review of these papers was performed during
presentation, and finally 98 papers were selected for printing in LNCS 3961. We
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expect this will add to the excellence of ICOIN 2006. The papers in LNCS 3961
are categorized into 8 sections: Mobile and Ubiquitous Networking, Ad Hoc and
Sensor Networks, Advanced Networking, QoS and Resource Management,
Network and Transport Protocols, Network Security, Applications and Services,
and Peer-to-Peer and Overlay Networks, ranging from information networking to
applications in next generation networks.
What every electrical engineering student and technical professional needs to know about data
exchange across networks While most electrical engineering students learn how the individual
components that make up data communication technologies work, they rarely learn how the
parts work together in complete data communication networks. In part, this is due to the fact
that until now there have been no texts on data communication networking written for
undergraduate electrical engineering students. Based on the author’s years of classroom
experience, Fundamentals of Data Communication Networks fills that gap in the pedagogical
literature, providing readers with a much-needed overview of all relevant aspects of data
communication networking, addressed from the perspective of the various technologies
involved. The demand for information exchange in networks continues to grow at a staggering
rate, and that demand will continue to mount exponentially as the number of interconnected
IoT-enabled devices grows to an expected twenty-six billion by the year 2020. Never has it
been more urgent for engineering students to understand the fundamental science and
technology behind data communication, and this book, the first of its kind, gives them that
understanding. To achieve this goal, the book: Combines signal theory, data protocols, and
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wireless networking concepts into one text Explores the full range of issues that affect common
processes such as media downloads and online games Addresses services for the network
layer, the transport layer, and the application layer Investigates multiple access schemes and
local area networks with coverage of services for the physical layer and the data link layer
Describes mobile communication networks and critical issues in network security Includes
problem sets in each chapter to test and fine-tune readers’ understanding Fundamentals of
Data Communication Networks is a must-read for advanced undergraduates and graduate
students in electrical and computer engineering. It is also a valuable working resource for
researchers, electrical engineers, and technical professionals.
This timely revision of an all-time best-seller in the field features the clarity and scope of a
Stallings classic. This comprehensive volume provides the most up-to-date coverage of the
essential topics in data communications, networking, Internet technology and protocols, and
standards - all in a convenient modular format. Features updated coverage of multimedia,
Gigabit and 10 Gbps Ethernet, WiFi/IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs, security, and much more.
Ideal for professional reference or self-study. For Product Development personnel,
Programmers, Systems Engineers, Network Designers and others involved in the design of
data communications and networking products.
This book features selected research papers presented at the Second International
Conference on Computing, Communications, and Cyber-Security (IC4S 2020), organized in
Krishna Engineering College (KEC), Ghaziabad, India, along with Academic Associates;
Southern Federal University, Russia; IAC Educational, India; and ITS Mohan Nagar,
Ghaziabad, India during 3 October 2020. It includes innovative work from researchers, leading
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innovators, and professionals in the area of communication and network technologies,
advanced computing technologies, data analytics and intelligent learning, the latest electrical
and electronics trends, and security and privacy issues.
Computational Science is the scienti?c discipline that aims at the development and
understanding of new computational methods and techniques to model and simulate complex
systems. The area of application includes natural systems – such as biology, envir- mental and
geo-sciences, physics, and chemistry – and synthetic systems such as electronics and
?nancial and economic systems. The discipline is a bridge b- ween ‘classical’ computer
science – logic, complexity, architecture, algorithms – mathematics, and the use of computers
in the aforementioned areas. The relevance for society stems from the numerous challenges
that exist in the various science and engineering disciplines, which can be tackled by advances
made in this ?eld. For instance new models and methods to study environmental issues like
the quality of air, water, and soil, and weather and climate predictions through simulations, as
well as the simulation-supported development of cars, airplanes, and medical and transport
systems etc. Paraphrasing R. Kenway (R.D. Kenway, Contemporary Physics. 1994): ‘There is
an important message to scientists, politicians, and industrialists: in the future science, the best
industrial design and manufacture, the greatest medical progress, and the most accurate
environmental monitoring and forecasting will be done by countries that most rapidly exploit the
full potential ofcomputational science’. Nowadays we have access to high-end computer
architectures and a large range of computing environments, mainly as a consequence of the
enormous s- mulus from the various international programs on advanced computing, e.g.
???????????????????,????????????,???????????????????????????,?????????????????????.
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Data and Computer Communications, Eighth Edition offers a clear, comprehensive, and unified
view of the entire fields of data communications, networking, and protocols. William Stallings
organizes this massive subject into small, comprehensible elements, building a complete
survey of the state-of-the-art, one piece at a time. Stallings has substantially revised this
international best-seller to reflect today's latest innovations, from WiFi and 10 Gbps Ethernet to
advanced congestion control and IP performance metrics.
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